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Press Release
XP1Power Solar Battery Charger

LOS ANGELES, CA, January 11, 2011 – Xmultiple, a global manufacturer of connectivity
products has released their product line of XP1Power solar chargers. XP1Power offers
customers the most efficient solar battery chargers. Our experienced engineering and design
staff has created custom-designed battery chargers for powering devices such as mobile TV’s
and all types of cellphones, smartphones and tablet computers.
Portable solar battery chargers are perfect for charging your favorite electronic devices. We
have a variety of solar battery charger power supplies to charge your cellphone, smartphone,
tablet computer and much more. The best thing about our solar battery charger is that they are
maintenance free and easy to use.

Using the Natural Charging Power of the Sun
Using solar power is easy and environmentally friendly. How does it work? The solar plates are
exposed to daylight. Through clear medium, the solar power battery charger converts the sun’s
rays into low voltage DC electricity, providing power that can be stored or used. Solar battery
chargers are the best solution for your portable solar power needs because they have various
power levels to suit every requirement. Solar Panels are sensitive and will produce an electric
current when exposed to almost any sunlight. Even on overcast days when there is very little
direct sunlight the charger often picks up enough diffuse light to produce a charge. The intensity
of the current produced by the battery charger can be maximized by optimizing the tilt angle of
the panel in relation to the sun.




XP1Power solar battery chargers are available in a wide range of capacity
We also have solar battery charger controllers to provide power for all your portable
electronic devices

XP1Power Solar Charger Features:




Simple to use – Expose to Sunlight to charge
No electrical wall outlet needed
Home & Office use with convenience

The XP1Power solar chargers are very convenient power banks. They are a handy tool to have
whenever you are mobile. Conventional batteries once completely charged continue to draw
expensive electricity from a wall outlet. A solar battery charger, on the other hand, requires only
energy from the sun to recharge batteries.
An added benefit of this is that many of these chargers are very portable and can be taken
hiking and camping or on road trips and vacations. It also may simply be taken along for the
daily commute. The XP1Power solar battery charger is capable of recharging a variety of
electronic devices including even your laptop.
XP1Power solar charges are sleek, revolutionary electric power delivery banks for mobile
device. The innovative solar charging is a power solution which delivers true freedom to be
mobile. The XP1Power wireless chargers have prices from $39 to $59.

XP1Power S3000

XP1Power S1500

The XP1Power-S3000 and S1500 chargers provide solar power charging with an integrated
rechargeable battery for hours of backup run-time power. The XP1Power solar chargers provide
portable power which meets all of your charging needs. The current has a powerful reserves for
charging most of your digital products. Charge iPhone, iPod, iPad, Blackberry, DROID, Nokia,
Motorola or any other smartphone/cellphone. The XP1Power provides hours of extra power,
even when you're nowhere near a power source. Please call us If you have any additional
questions.

